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ABSTRACT. In this paper we present results of two DC Electrical Resistivity Tomography surveys at Deering Estate at Cutler in the Atlantic Coastal Ridge of Miami-Dade County, Florida. This County Natural Area encompasses Deering Glade and hosts one of the largest remaining tropical hardwood-hammock ecosystems in the USA. A canal extension, wetland restoration, and pump station recently constructed at Deering Estate by the South Florida Water Management District is designed to re-hydrate Deering Glade to pre-development conditions thus helping to sustain the hammock ecosystem and reverse trends in salt-water intrusion in this portion of the Biscayne aquifer.

For these transects, we used an AGI Super Sting R1/IP with an array of 28 passive electrodes used in a dipole-dipole configuration. The first transect comprised a 46-m ‘roll-along’ survey from the glade interior across the north scarp. In this transect, we used one-meter electrode spacing with a 10-electrode overlap between the two segments. In the second transect, we spanned the glade using a 5-m spacing for a 112-m-long transect. Our first and second transects ‘see’ to a depth of approximate 9 m and 27 m below modern sea level, respectively.

In our inversion from the first transect, we clearly identify the high-resistivity vadose zone north of the glade scarp and identify a high-resistivity anomaly that is likely an air-filled cave and aligns with the SW-NE trend of surveyed caves in the northern glade margin. In the inversion from the second transect, the vadose zone in the north scarp is still visible. The southern margin of the glade is highly dissected by excessive root wedging and tree throw, resulting in greater hydration and lower resistivity. A low-resistivity anomaly below the center of the glade potentially represents a cave filled with fresh groundwater. An increase in resistivity at depth potentially represents the contact between the massive permeability of \textit{Ophiomorpha} ichnofabric in the MIS 5e Miami Limestone and occluded touching-vug porosity in the older carbonates of the Pleistocene Ft. Thompson Formation.

*Corresponding author. E-mail: lflorea@bsu.edu

INTRODUCTION

\textit{Physical and Geological Setting}
The Deering Estate at Cutler (a unit of Miami-Dade County Natural and Historic Preserve) includes one of the largest remaining tracts of tropical hardwood hammock that once dominated the landscape along the Atlantic Coastal Ridge in southeast Florida, USA. A thin soil cover characterizes the hammock, with exposed rock pinnacles, shallow sinkholes, and dense vegetation acclimated to the monsoonal nature of rainfall (annual average 1.25–1.5 m) with long periods of xeric conditions in the winter and spring. Common hardwoods include Gumbo Limbo, Poisonwood, Live Oak, and varieties of \textit{Ficus}. Ferns and various epiphytes grow thick in the understory. On average the coastal ridge is 3–5 m with maximum elevation of 7.3 m above modern sea level (Hoffmeister et al., 1967).

A low elevation glade divides this hammock. Prior to development and the reduction
of the water table from canalization, this glade was seasonally hydrated and was one of a series of ‘transverse’ glades that conveyed overflow water from the greater Everglades ecosystem toward Biscayne Bay (Figure 1). Although separated from Biscayne Bay by a narrow rock ‘barrier’ ridge (Figure 2), the presence of a mangrove wetland seaward of Deering Glade strongly suggests the construction of a ‘delta’ from water either overtopping or flowing through the barrier ridge. The early settlers cut a canal through this ridge in 1899 allowing water to more easily flow from the glade to the bay. In Sapper Creek to the north, the pre-development transverse glade also ended at the barrier ridge. Remnant wetland vegetation, such as Pond Apple and Leatherfern within Deering Glade, provides support that standing water was a common feature of these lowlands. Both Snapper Creek and Cutler Canals now incise deep channels through the glade and the barrier ridge.

The spatial arrangement of the barrier ridge, the ‘uplands’ that are inland of the ridge, and the transverse glades are interpreted to be the product of a late Pleistocene (MIS 5e) tidal barrier-bar-belt system. In this context, the glades were shallow subtidal channels and the landward shoals were comprised of herringbone cross-bedded oolites (Halley et al., 1977). These channels and shoals were scoured into or deposited upon, respectively, a restricted platform inland of the Key
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Figure 1. LiDAR map of elevations in a portion of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge in Miami-Dade County, Florida (LiDAR data form the South Florida Water Management District). The geomorphic structure of the tidal-barrier-bar system is visible. Historic directions of surface water flow within glades are indicated by arrows. Caves are shown by open circles. A) Deering Glade, B) Snapper Creek, C) Matheson Hammock.
Largo barrier reef complex that was rich in burrowing \textit{Callianasid} sp. shrimp that developed a strong \textit{Ophiomorpha} ichnofabric (Curran, 2007) within the host oö-peloidal grainstone (Figure 3). Rapid deposition of the oölite bars is evidenced by the trace fossil \textit{Conichnus conicus} and limited bioturbation. Once established, the tidal channels supported biostromes of mega-demosponges (Cunningham et al., 2007). Toward the end of MIS 5e, the barrier-bar ridge was accreted to the margin of the oölite shoals, occluding the outlets to what would become Snapper Creek and Deering Glade. Collectively, the tidal barrier-bar-belt system, and the \textit{Ophiomorpha} facies comprise the Miami Limestone (Halley et al., 1977).

\textbf{Caves and Karst}

Between 2006 and 2012, we surveyed ten caves within the Atlantic Coast Ridge in Miami-Dade County, Florida, USA. These comprise a subset of the 20 features identified by Alan Cressler in his 1993 publication \textit{Caves of Dade County, Florida} (Cressler, 1993). Seven of these caves are within Deering Glade. One is on University of Miami property near Snapper Creek. Another is within Camp Owassa-Bauer Park. The last is within Everglades National Park (Florea and Yuellig, 2007). Our database includes GPS locations for at least seven more caves that are not yet surveyed (Figure 1). These caves are a small subset of karst.
features within the Biscayne aquifer at the surface, within core, and detected by geophysical methods. Cunningham and Florea (2009) summarize of the types and spatial distribution of karst of southeast Florida.

The GPS data (Figure 1), cave maps (Figure 4), and petrographic studies along the north scarp of Deering Glade all suggest that the caves are geographically restricted to the glade margin and largely confined to stratiform high-permeability zones associated with the Ophiomorpha ichnofabric—the ‘razor rock’ of Cressler (1993). To date, our survey of these caves are restricted to the glade margin with horizontal openings to the north scarp and cylindrical pits open to the hammock surface (Figure 4); the physical size of these caves quickly diminishes below human dimensions. LiDAR data and the surface survey associate these caves with re-entrants in the glade scarp (Figures 2 and 5).

**Deering Glade Rehydration Plan**

Post-development canalization of the greater Everglades ecosystem resulted in at least two meters of water level reduction. This combined with pumping in the Biscayne aquifer resulted in saltwater intrusion along the coastline of Biscayne Bay (Renken et al., 2005). As of 1995, the greatest saltwater intrusion was present along the Miami River and the area south of Homestead and the least intrusion surrounded Deering Glade (Renken et al., 2005, Figure 55). Control structures installed along canals have helped, but for decades Deering Glade and the caves in along the glade margin were relatively dry.

In 2010, under an interagency agreement with the South Florida Water Management District, Miami-Dade County, and the US Army Corps of Engineers, construction began on the Biscayne Bay Coastal Wetlands Project. This project is one element of the larger Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP). Phase I included the Deering Estate Flow-way designed to convey fresh water between the C-100 spur canal and Deering Glade. The design of the project includes a pump house and retention basin (Figure 5) constructed at the end of the C-100 spur canal. When water levels reach a specified height, water from the canal is pumped to the head of Deering Glade. To help retain water and return the glade to pre-development conditions, the historic cut in the barrier ridge was blocked.

Of relevance to the efficacy of this rehydration project is the flow of the freshwater through the glade-margin karst. Considering the permeability of the Ophiomorpha ichnofabric and the caves formed within this facies, it is a reasonable to question whether the glade could ever hold standing water. Our survey of caves only addresses the scope of pore spaces with an entrance and of human size. However, we know from our surveys that these caves are stratiform and laterally continuous at sizes below human scale. We also know nothing of the potential for karst features below the soil horizon within the glade.

In this study we present initial findings from two DC Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) transects collected in Deering Glade. This geophysical method is commonly used to detect air-filled or water-filled voids in the subsurface (Zhou et al., 2002). One particularly useful advantage of this geophysical technique in this geologic setting is the ability to distinguish between strata saturated with freshwater and those saturated with saltwater.
Another is that it can discriminate between geologic media of different densities and mineralogical compositions. The goal in this was to see how far the karst penetrates into the glade margin, to see if detectable karst features exist below the glade, and to determine whether saltwater underlies this portion of Deering Glade. Each is an important consideration in the ultimate success of the rehydration project.

**METHODS**

ERT transects were collected on March 5–6, 2012 using an AGI Super Sting R1/IP with an array of 28 passive electrodes used in a dipole-dipole configuration (Figure 6). Using this configuration, one dipole (AB), with an electrode separation of a, serves as a current loop and the second dipole (MN), also with an electrode spacing of a, measures the potential difference at some distance na away from that current loop, where n is an integer. Using the derived equation of electric potential in a uniform half space,

\[ V = \frac{I\rho}{2\pi r} \]

where V is potential, I is current, r is the distance from the electrode, and \( \rho \) is the resistivity of the material, we can derive the relationship for the apparent resistivity in the dipole-dipole system, given by

\[ \rho = -\frac{n\pi(n+1)(n+2)}{I} \Delta V, \]

where \( \Delta V \) is the voltage measured across the MN dipole. It is important to note that the apparent
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**Figure 4. Map of Fat Sleeper cave in both plan and profile view.**
The resistivity computed by equation [2] is an average of the earth resistivity along the entire path of the current loop. It does not represent the actual resistivity at a point beneath the earth surface. To model the resistivity at a point, a mathematical inversion of the data is optimized against a forward model of the inverted data.

At Deering Glade, the first transect (ERT030512, Figure 5) comprised a 46-m ‘roll-along’ survey from the glade interior across the

deering Glade North Scarp

Figure 5. Top) Recent Google Earth image illustrating the location of the Deering Glade Flow-way retention basin. Caves are shown as open circles and ERT transects are shown by solid white lines. Bottom) Map of the north scarp of Deering Glade showing the location of caves (labeled by letter codes) and the glade edge ERT transect.
north scarp. In this transect, we used one-meter electrode spacing \((a = 1\ m)\) with a 10-electrode overlap between the two segments. In the second transect (ERT030612, Figure 5), we spanned the glade using a 5-m spacing \((a = 5\ m)\) for a 112-m-long transect. Terrain files were collected for each transect that record the elevation of each electrode with respect to modern sea level. Our first and second transects ‘see’ to a depth of approximate 9 m and 27 m below modern sea level (bmsl), respectively.

Using Earth Imager 2D software by AGI, three cross-sections were generated for each ERT transect: measured apparent resistivity pseudo-section, inverted resistivity section, and calculated apparent resistivity pseudo-section. The measured apparent resistivity pseudo-section is a display of the field measurements of apparent resistivity. The inverted resistivity section is the model of the subsurface resistivity distribution. The calculated apparent resistivity pseudo-section is the forward model of apparent resistivity from the final iteration of the inverted data. For these data, we set the number of iterations to eight or until the RMS error between the field data and forward model dropped below 5%.

RESULTS

The apparent resistivity pseudo-section, inverted resistivity section, and calculated apparent resistivity pseudo-section for the north scarp of Deering Glade (ERT030512) are shown in Figure 7. The inversion model took 6 iterations to reach a RMS of 3.74%. Modeled resistivity values are partly stratified with values of more than 1,000 \(\Omega\cdot m\) at elevations above the base of the scarp and generally less than 500 \(\Omega\cdot m\) below the elevation of the glade. Three anomalies have resistivity values approaching 10,000 \(\Omega\cdot m\) and suggest the presence of air-filled voids from the glade margin to a distance of 40 m along the transect. The lowest value of 27.1 \(\Omega\cdot m\) is within the range of rock saturated with freshwater. The location of these lowest values is adjacent to anomalies with high values of modeled resistivity. Such paired anomalies are common artifacts in Earth Imager 2D when sequential iterations within the inversion model attempt to reconcile strong contrasts in resistivity such as between a void and surrounding rock.

The apparent resistivity pseudo-section, inverted resistivity section, and calculated apparent resistivity pseudo-section for the longer transect across Deering Glade (ERT030612) are shown in Figure 8. The inversion model took 6 iterations to reach a RMS of 4.28%. The modeled resistivity is again stratified with values greater than 1,000 \(\Omega\cdot m\) largely restricted to the north scarp except for two anomalies below grade that are likely artifacts of the inversion model. The lowest resistivity values are concentrated near the channel within the glade and within an anomaly below the channel at a depth of approximately 12 m bmsl; however, values of modeled resistivity below 100 \(\Omega\cdot m\) are widespread at depths less than 8–10 m bmsl. Modeled resistivity values are generally higher (>200 \(\Omega\cdot m\)).
DISCUSSION

Glade-Margin Karst

In the inversion model from the glade-margin transect (LF030512, Figure 7), modeled resistivity values greater than 1,000 $\Omega\cdot$m are a clear sign of a vadose zone of relatively dry limestone north of the glade scarp (Telford et al., 1990). In the inversion from glade transect (LF030612, Figure 8), the vadose zone in the north scarp is still visible. The three high-resistivity anomalies in the glade-margin transect are likely air-filled caves. The largest of the three anomalies centered at a distance of 37 m from the beginning of the transect correlates to an observed vertical pipe near the transect that opens into a void of unknown size or lateral scope. When overlain on the survey data from the north scarp, the anomalies generally align with the SW-NE trend of surveyed caves in the glade margin (Figure 9). This is also the approximate distance from the scarp edge beyond which vertical pipes into caves and surveyed cave passages are not observed. Considering the alignment, the shape, and the linearity of some cave passages along this trend, it is possible that this represents fracture traces that act as a preferred flow path for water leaving the glade.
In contrast to the north scarp of Deering Glade, the southern glade margin has a gradual slope and lower values of modeled resistivity (Figure 8). Upon closer observation, the southern margin is highly dissected. The one intact cave surveyed in the southern part of the glade (Figure 2), is enclosed within a low ‘mesa’ of intact bedrock with a ‘caprock’ of herringbone crossbedded oolithes. The terrain surrounding this cave is a jumble of bedrock blocks moved by excessive root wedging and tree throw. It is quite possible that this portion of the glade represents a mature-stage karst within the inside of the glade meander where widespread lateral dissolution of the Ophiomorpha ichnofabric resulted in progressive collapse of the oolite overburden. Meeder and Harlem (2012) evoke this process in a recent abstract and argue that these caves represent one stage in the lateral growth of transverse valleys in the Atlantic Coastal Ridge. The role tree roots have upon the evolution and modification of these karst systems remains an unstudied phenomena.

Another potential interpretation is that these glade-margin caves represent the enlargement of preferential pathways that convey freshwater through the ridge to Biscayne Bay during periods of glade hydration. Certainly historical and ecological evidence exists of higher-than-present water levels.
in Deering Glade and more broadly within the transverse glades of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge. Ponding water behind the barrier ridge in Deering Glade would have developed a hydraulic gradient with fractures and the exceptional permeability of the *Ophiomorpha* ichnofabric focusing groundwater flow. The extremely high surface area to volume ratio of the touching-vug porosity created by the *Ophiomorpha* ichnofabric could promote rapid dissolution along these stratiform flowpaths. Near-coastal circulation of saltwater may have also enhanced dissolution along mixing zones and can explain some morphologic aspects of these caves, such as globular chambers, bedrock pillars, and low height-width ratios. However, the historic data and out ERT transects suggest the mixing zone is considerably below the position of these caves. Regardless of origin, these caves likely formed in a short timeframe, either during the Holocene when the surface hydrology of the modern Everglades evolved or during the initial regression of the MIS 5e highstand, and are an important agent of geomorphic change in south Florida.

**Glade Hydration and Stratigraphic Architecture**

Interestingly, the ERT data in both transects have values greater than what would be expected within media saturated with brackish or saline waters. At one level this is surprising given the proximity to the coastline and the widespread saltwater intrusion in southeast Florida. On the other hand, freshwater discharge to Biscayne Bay was enormous in pre-development time—there are photos of freshwater ‘boils’ in the middle of the bay used to resupply ships. As recently as 1995 saltwater intrusion near Deering Glade was less than elsewhere along the Atlantic Coastal Ridge (Renken et al., 2005, Figure 55). At Deering Estates today, there are small springs adjacent to the barrier ridge that discharge slightly brackish waters. Thus, it appears that, even today, the seepage face for freshwater is wide and the saltwater-freshwater interface is below the depth modeled using these ERT data.

There is some evidence in Figure 8 that freshwater from the Deering Estate Flow-way, operational for a short period before these ERT transects were collected, is helping to re-hydrate the base of the glade and the glade channel. While no standing water was observed, modeled resistivity values near the channel are generally less than 50 Ω·m. It would be an interesting study to repeat these ERT transects during various seasons and hydration states once the Flow-way becomes fully operational.

In addition to the air-filled caves in the scarp margin, the modeled resistivity data also
suggest the presence of a freshwater-filled void below the glade channel at an elevation of 12 m bmsl. Interestingly the elevation of this void is similar to the most common depth of water filled caves in other portions of the Florida platform (Florea et al., 2007), the Bahamas (Lundberg and Ford, 1994), and the Yucatan Peninsula (Smart et al., 2006). Meeder and Harlem (2012) suggest that features of this type may represent conduits conveying water from the Everglades toward Biscayne Bay.

The glade ERT transect generally conforms to a three-layer resistivity model with a high-resistivity vadose zone in the hardwood hammock and a less resistive layer overlying a more resistive layer elsewhere in the model (Figure 8). Both of these layers conform to limestone saturated with freshwater. The change in resistivity with depth potentially represents a geologic contact between highly permeable and less permeable bedrock between 8–10 m bmsl and may correlate to contact between the MIS 5e Miami Limestone and older Pleistocene carbonates of the Ft. Thompson Formation. Cunningham et al. (2004) place this contact at an elevation of 4 m bmsl at a distance of four miles west of Deering Glade. The depth to this contact generally increases toward the shore. While this runs counter to the traditional model of increasing permeability in older carbonates at depth presented in Vacher (1988), infiltrating non-carbonate sediments occluded the touching-vug porosity in the Ft. Thompson Formation prior to the deposition of MIS 5e carbonates (Cunningham et al., 2008).

CONCLUSIONS

Cave survey combined with modelled resistivity measurements using ERT support that karst solution within Deering Glade of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge is geographically restricted to the glade margin and largely confined to stratiform high-permeability zones associated with biogenic macroporosity. The ERT model specifically identifies what may be air-filled caves within the vadose zone of the adjacent hardwood hammock that occur along a linear trend with existing survey data. In contrast, the ERT model and survey data reveal a highly dissected southern glade margin created by excessive root wedging and tree throw. Below the glade channel, a low-resistivity anomaly potentially represents a cave filled with fresh groundwater. An increase in resistivity at 8–10 m bmsl may represent the contact between the MIS 5e Miami Limestone and older Pleistocene carbonates. No evidence of saltwater intrusion currently exists in the ERT data to a depth of 27 m bmsl.
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